
PART 1: LESSON OVERVIEW 
 
A. Identify Yourself 

Your Name:  Todd Lowman 
Your School & District:  Tse Bit Ai Middle School, Central Consolidated School District 

 
B. Describe Your Lesson Plan 

Lesson Title: World War I Propaganda 
Grade Level:  8 
Length: 2 Class Sessions, 52 minutes each 
Lesson Summary: Students will learn about the 8 common propaganda techniques, will 
apply that knowledge to recognize propaganda techniques used by the allies and central 
powers, and will create their own work of propaganda using an online cartoon creator.  

 
C. Describe the Learning Objectives 
If you use the state content standards, what standards does this lesson address? 
(State Content Standards: http://www.ped.state.nm.us/standards/) 

Social Studies: 
1. New Mexico State Standards: 8: 1-D, 1; 8: 3-C, 3; 9-12: 1-B, 3-c,d,e 
 

If you use the Common Core standards, what standards does this lesson address? 
(Common Core Standards: http://www.corestandards.org/the-standards) 

English Language Arts & Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, and Technical 
Subjects: 

1. Common Core State Standards: 6, 7, 8. 
 

D. List the Resources Needed 
Class set of dictionaries, student handouts of 7 common propaganda techniques, 
examples of WWI propaganda from U.S., Britain, France, Germany, overhead projector, 
document camera. 
 
Websites (titles and URLs, please): 
http://www.c-
spanclassroom.org/Lesson/851/Lesson+Idea+2012+Election+Campaign+Ads.aspx 
(Website was adapted into the 7 common propaganda techniques handout.) 
 
http://www.toondoo.com 
http://obamiconme.pastemagazine.com 
http://www.funnytimes.com/playground 
(Website that can be used to create online cartoons.) 



PART 2: THE LESSON 
 

E. Describe How to Conduct the Lesson 
Introduction / Hook for the Lesson:  

At the beginning of this lesson, I had students define propaganda as part of their Bell 
Ringer/Warm-up Activity.  Students were asked to give examples of propaganda that 
they may have seen.  I explained that we see propaganda everywhere in our daily lives, 
from commercials to politics.  I transitioned into the lesson by handing out and 
explaining the 7 common propaganda techniques. 
 
 

Learning Process (what you and the students do during the lesson):  
I explained the 7 common propaganda techniques and gave examples for each one 
through discussion with the class.  I emphasized how propaganda is used heavily to sway 
public opinion during elections and times of war.  I showed them 3 famous examples of 
propaganda: the Obama ‘Hope’ poster from the 2008 election; Rosie the Riveter during 
WW2; and Uncle Sam’s “I Want You” from WW1.  As a class we identified and 
discussed which of the 7 common propaganda techniques were used. 
 
 

Lesson Conclusion (what you and the students do at the end of the lesson): 
Towards the end of class we began to focus more on WW1.  I asked students to share 
what they know about the war, mainly who was involved and which side they were on.  
After sorting out the sides, I gave students various propaganda pictures from four of the 
major powers during WW1: Germany, France, Britain, and America.  I had 3 – 4 for each 
country so most students had a unique picture.  Students were tasked with identifying 
which propaganda techniques were used and what message the creator was trying to get 
across. 
 
 

Follow-up Independent Work (if any): 
We spent the next day in the computer lab using various websites to create propaganda 
posters online.  See URLs above. 
 
 
 

F. Describe the Learning Assessment 
What techniques, tools, measure, rubrics, scoring guides, etc. do you use to know if students 
made progress towards the learning objectives? (Provide any tools, if appropriate, for other 
teachers to use. Add additional pages or files if needed.) 

 
 
 
 
 
 



PART 3: REFLECTIONS 
 
How did students respond to the lesson? 

Students generally responded positive to the lesson.  There were the usual students who 
were reluctant to get started but came around towards the end of the lesson. 
 
 
 

How can the lesson be modified or presented differently? 
I’ve used similar lessons like this before that have focused more on politics.  I’ve used 
campaign videos from websites like C-Span, MSN, and CNN to address propaganda in 
politics during the 2008 and 2012 elections. 
 


